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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To facilitate change in interval for labeling

articles to be labeled and carried in a plurality of lines so as to speed up
conveying speed of the articles by installing separately a printing driving

device and a labeling device, and stocking the specified number of sheets of
printed labels under a condition without tension.

SOLUTION: A print feed means 1 for printing labels and a labeling feed

means 2 for labeling eggs, etc., are separatedly installed and a release paper
on which printed labels are sticked located between two running means is

held under a condition with no tension at a relaxing part 5. In addition, the

number of sheets of labels sticked on the eggs, etc., are counted by a sticked

label detector 22 and a controlling device 4 for controlling a printing means 3

and the print feed means I in such a way that the number of sheets of the

printed labels existing between two running means are always const. In

addition, a tape regulating guide 1 2 for changing the center ofrunning ofa
printed release paper into the width of carrying row of articles to be labeled

after a plurality ofrows of labels are printed, is provided.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] this invention relates to the label printing attachment equipment stuck while printing printing

labels, such as a quality display and the date quality display, on goods, such as a hen's egg and fruits.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] If shown in the **** day display of a hen's egg, the pressure sensitive adhesive label

which carried out the date stamp character to the so-called each of the hen's egg by which the tray pack was carried out

is stuck. They were what a longitudinal direction is made to convey a conveyer top, sticks with printing pasting

equipment, and is performing printing to a label synchronizing with the send, after carrying out the tray pack of the

hen's egg.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] this invention attains improvement in the speed of the attachment section,

without accelerating a printing means.

[0004] this invention aims at offering the label printing attachment equipment which can establish a printing means at

the interval between the aforementioned attachment meanses, and a different interval to the label attachment means of

two or more trains currently installed with fixed width of face, such as a hen's egg conveyed in two trains.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the above-mentioned purpose, in the equipment of this invention, the

releasing paper to which the printed label which prepares separately the attachment informer stage for sticking the

printing informer stage and label for printing on a label on goods, such as a hen's egg, and is between the two

aforementioned run meanses was attached is held to a relaxed state, i.e., the state where it was made to curtain.

[0006] Moreover, the control unit which controls a printing means and the label run means for printing (printing

informer stage) is formed so that the number of sheets of the printed label which counts the number of sheets of the

label stuck on goods, such as a hen's egg, and exists between the two aforementioned run meanses may always exist

more than fixed numbers.

[0007] Moreover, it is effective if the specification-part material for changing the run center of the aforementioned

printed releasing paper into the conveyance column width of stuck goods is prepared between the two aforementioned

run meanses after printing on the label of two or more trains which carry out a parallel run by the width of face of a

releasing paper.

[0008] And as for a printing means, it is good to use the print head section of a dot impact printer or an ink jet printer,

and when it is made to operate synchronizing with the printing informer stage of the label which is the printed body, it

is good [ the good driving source of the aforementioned printing informer stage ] to use a stepping motor and a servo

motor.

[0009] Moreover, a good result will be obtained if a stepping motor and a servo motor are used in order that the driving

source of the attachment informer stage may perform a frequent intermittent control action and frequent sudden start,

and a quick stop according to arrival of stuck goods.

[0010]

[Function] The label printing attachment equipment constituted as mentioned above comes to start use, after storing the

printed label of the number of sheets set to a part for the pars flaccida membranae tympani (5) in the initial state.

[001 1] In the above-mentioned equipment, it sticks corresponding to arrival of stuck goods, the informer stage

operates, and it sticks one label [ finishing / printing ] at a time on goods stuck / send /. The drive of this pasting

informer stage performs an intermittent control action.



[0012] Whenever the counter of the pasting number of sheets prepared for the control unit counts the send of the label

of fixed number of sheets, a control unit fills up the label which is made to commit the printing informer stage and

printing means which are installed in the label tape upstream, performs continuation printing on the label of

predetermined number of sheets, and exists in a part for the aforementioned pars flaccida membranae tympani (5), and

comes to stock the label number of sheets more than fixed.

[0013] Operation of printing send equipment is controlled here to carry out continuation printing of two or more labels,

and the drive of a pasting send is controlled to stop, whenever it carries out one send operation per stuck goods.

Sticking the travel speed of a printing send by this, and making it run at a late speed as compared with the travel speed

of a send is realized.

[0014] It is begun more to send a printed label by controlling to carry out continuous action of the printing means, and

to print a character, a sign, etc. on the label of fixed number of sheets, without being restricted to the critical speed of a

printing means at high speed. Moreover, it supplies, without being behind in the label number of sheets consumed by

part for the pars flaccida membranae tympani (5) by carrying out counting of the number of times of operation of

attachment send operation.

[Example]

[0015] If an example is explained with reference to a drawing, arrival in the label attachment section of the ten-piece

stuffing hen's egg pack 1 0 conveyed by conveyance conveyer (9) in drawing 1 will be detected by the egg detector

(23).

[0016] A control unit (4) is stuck in response to the detecting signal from an egg detector (23), drives the informer stage

(2), and sends out the label for one sheet. One aforementioned label turns the adhesive face down from the attachment

section (1 1), an outline etc. is in it by making it the bearer rate of a conveyance conveyer (9), and the adhesive face of

the label sent out since it was controlled to be sent out to the timing to which it is speed and the summit side of an egg

arrives at a label is stuck on the top of an egg.

[0017] The attachment informer stage (2) will stop delivery operation, if a label detector (22) detects label delivery for

one sheet, and it waits to input the following egg detecting signal from an egg detector (23). A control unit adds 1 to the

attachment number-of-sheets counter prepared for the interior of a control unit at the same time it starts an
aforementioned one label send.

[001 8] A control unit operates a printing means (3) and the printing informer stage (1) that the label stocked in the pars

flaccida membranae tympani (5) should be filled up, and prints a predetermined letter symbol to five labels

continuously at the same time attachment of the aforementioned label starts attachment of the 5th label.

[0019] The releasing paper after it is driving the winding means (8) of a releasing paper so that a releasing paper may
always be rolled round by fixed tension, and the label exfoliated in the attachment section (1 1) is rolled round.

[0020] In this example, the regulation guide (12) is prepared in the pars flaccida membranae tympani (5) which sticks,

and the parallel arrangement is carried out to printing of the label tape oftwo trains by the width of face 2 sets of whose
printing meanses (3) are about 20mm, and has a tape after printing in a relaxed state to open the tape of two trains with

the 20 aforementionedmm pitch to 47mm which is the summit width of face of the hen's egg oftwo trains. In order to

obtain fixed tension in the attachment section (11), each label which was able to be opened to the summit width of face

of a hen's egg in the regulation guide (12) is constituted so that it may pass through the resistor (6) pushed and pressed

with the felt.

[0021]

[Effect of the Invention] Since this invention is constituted as explained above, it does so an effect which is indicated

below.

[0022] Attachment operation of a label needs to send out a label at the rate of the bearer rate of these goods, and
approximation corresponding to arrival of stuck goods. Moreover, in order to stick every one label on each goods, the

send is an intermittent control action.

[0023] If it is in the equipment of this invention, it is constituted so that the printed label more than fixed number of

sheets may always be stocked in a part for the pars flaccida membranae tympani, and the printed label which carried

out [ aforementioned ] the stock is used for the attachment send which needs high-speed operation. Moreover, the label

travel speed at the time of printing directly influenced by the performance of a printer is constituted so that it may drive

by the driving means for printing prepared separately.

[0024] Since the label travel speed at the time of the aforementioned printing is controlled to carry out continuation

printing of the predetermined number of sheets in this invention, it can be accelerated in the range in which the

attachment delivery number of sheets of the label which carries out an intermittent control action to within a time [ of



continuation printing of predetermined number of sheets ] does not exceed printing number of sheets, and can respond

to high-speed conveyance of stuck goods.

[0025] Moreover, it is possible to carry out by sticking on measuring the amount of stocks in the pars flaccida

membranae tympani (stock section) from printed label number of sheets, and deducting number of sheets, and for it not

to be necessary to prepare detection equipment specially, and to maintain a tape at non-tension as a matter of fact in the

meantime, and changing the run interval of the tape in the stock section by this was realized.

[0026] Tape run interval change in the aforementioned stock section is made to be that attachment interval change on

the stuck goods by which two or more trains conveyance is carried out is prepared, and realizes label attachment on the

stuck goods with which two or more trains conveyance of the attachment interval is carried out greatly by one set of

this invention equipment.

[0027] Moreover, it became possible to become possible to detect consumption of predetermined number of sheets

simultaneously with the attachment send start of the label of a predetermined number-of-sheets eye by decreasing the

label in the aforementioned stock section by the aforementioned total calculation, to become possible to carry out a

printer and to start a supplement of a printed label promptly, and to correspond to improvement in the speed of the

bearer rate of stuck goods.

[Translation done.]
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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] Label printing attachment equipments characterized by providing or including the following, such as a hen's

egg. The date, a letter symbol, etc. are printed with a printing means (3) to the pressure sensitive adhesive label stuck at

the equal interval succeeding the releasing paper, each aforementioned pressure sensitive adhesive label Each hen's

egg, It is the attachment informer stage (2) which prints a letter symbol etc. synchronizing with the label with which it

is label printing pasting equipment stuck on fruits or a container, and a printing means (3) is sent in the printing

informer stage (1), and exfoliates a printed label one sheet at a time from a releasing paper corresponding to a label

demand signal. Control means which control the printing informer stage (1) and a printing means (3) that the printed

label of the predetermined number of sheets which carried out [ aforementioned ] consumption whenever the label send

number of sheets of the attachment informer stage (2) sent out the label of two or more predetermined number of sheets

should be supplied, and carry out continuation printing at a label (4)

[Claim 2] Label printing attachment equipments characterized by providing or including the following, such as a hen's

egg. The date, a letter symbol, etc. are printed with a printing means (3) to the pressure sensitive adhesive label stuck at

the equal interval succeeding the releasing paper, each aforementioned pressure sensitive adhesive label Each hen's

egg, Are label printing pasting equipment stuck on fruits or a container, and a printing means (3) prints a letter symbol

etc. synchronizing with the label sent in the printing informer stage (1). Attachment informer stage which exfoliates

one sheet at a time the printed label which has the relaxation section (5) which stocks a label
[
finishing / printing ]

more than predetermined number of sheets, and is stocked by the relaxation section (5) from a releasing paper

corresponding to a label demand signal (2) Controlled the printing informer stage (1) and the printing means (3) that

the printed label of predetermined number of sheets which the aforementioned relaxation section (5) consumed
whenever the label send number of sheets of the attachment informer stage (2) sent out the label of two or more
predetermined number of sheets should be supplied, and the label is equipped with the control means (4) which carry

out continuation printing. The tape regulation guide which changes into a longitudinal direction the run axis of the

releasing paper sent out from the printing informer stage (1) in the aforementioned relaxation section (5) (12)

[Claim 3] Label printing attachment equipments characterized by providing or including the following, such as a hen's

egg. Two or more aforementioned releasing papers at the time of two or more trains supply of the releasing paper with

a label which is in a claim 2 and is supplied to a printing means (3) being carried out at intervals of the 1st run, and
sticking, sending out and carrying out a printed label are the 2nd run interval. Control means which perform

continuation printing of the label of the predetermined number of sheets which consumed the number of times of an

attachment send of each train to the label train which carries out counting independently and corresponds (4)

[Translation done.]
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DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the side elevation of the whole illustrating one example of this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is the plan of the whole illustrating one example of this invention.

[Drawing 3] It is the block diagram of the control unit of this invention.

[Description of Notations]

1 Printing Informer Stage

2 Attachment Informer Stage

3 Printing Means
4 Control Means
5 A Part for Pars Flaccida Membranae Tympani (Stock Portion)

6 Resistor

7 Tape Feed Zone

8 Tape Winding Section

9 Conveyance Conveyer

10 Ten-Piece Stuffing Hen's Egg Pack

1 1 Attachment Section

12 Tape Regulation Guide

13 Guide Roller

21 Printing Label Detector

22 Attachment Label Detector

23 Egg Detector

[Translation done.]


